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EMERGENCY EVACUATION
PROCEDURES

In the event of a fire, or other emergency requiring evacuation, occurring during
school session times:

● The evacuation alarm is a prolonged, high pitched siren.  The person discovering the fire
is responsible for raising the alarm in the building concerned by activating one of the fire
alarms.  The immediate evacuation of the building on discovery of a fire is vital.  However,
if a bomb threat has been made or a suspicious package been found the fire alarm will not
sound.  Instead staff will be informed about evacuation via the tannoy with phone and
email messages as back up.

● The site team will locate the fire by checking the fire panel and alert SLT. The
Headteacher, or in their absence, the most senior member of staff on site will contact the
fire service by dialling 999.

● Upon hearing the alarm teachers are to line pupils up to leave the room in a calm and
orderly manner.  Bags and equipment should be left in the room.  Lights and equipment
should be turned off, windows closed, and the door closed upon departure. Under no
circumstances should the door be locked.  All non teaching and support staff are to
evacuate the building.

● Radios switched to channel 1 for communications.

● Teachers are to supervise the orderly and prompt exit of pupils from the school.  This is to
be done calmly and quietly.  Wherever possible, use the exit shown on the Fire Notice.
Should this route be blocked as a result of fire, staff are to direct pupils in taking
alternative routes out of the building.

● Staff are responsible for escorting their teaching groups to the designated area on the
tennis courts/field behind (see Appendix C), and ensure they move in silence.  Pupils will
line up in alphabetical form order as shown on the accompanying plan.

● EE (TJ in EE’s absence) evacuate to front gate, with students with physical disabilities and
communicate register via radio.

● Blue block staff to check Reflection block is clear on the way out.

● AS to check point between M3 and Blue block – double check Reflection block cleared and
ensure safe and sensible evacuation of students across the site.

● DSH exit via W wing to ensure all evacuate.

● Form Tutors should move immediately to register and supervise their own tutor group.
Staff who have covered the last registration period for an absent colleague, should
register and supervise the respective group.  Tutors should ensure that pupils line up in
single file, in alphabetical order, and remain silent.  Tutors are responsible for ensuring
this is maintained throughout the evacuation and until pupils are dismissed.

● The Pupil Services Manager will make available a paper copy of registration lists to Heads
of Year who will distribute them to Form Tutors.  (These are updated on a daily basis by
the Pupil Services Manager).  The Pupil Services Manager will also bring the Pupil Services
radio (set to channel 1) to the muster point.



● Form tutors should check carefully their group, and advise Heads of Year as soon as
possible to confirm either

a)  all pupils are present or
b)  to identify names of any unaccounted for.

● The Pupil Services Manager will have details of pupils who have signed in / out, from the
Inventry System. Any discrepancies should be checked by Heads of Year with the Pupil
Services Manager. Details of school trips, placements etc. will also be available from the
Pupil Services Manager.

● Heads of Year will then advise the Assistant Headteacher (JN) or in their absence, the
most senior member of staff on site, of any pupils unaccounted for in the year group, who
will explore possible reasons for absence.

Form Tutors are responsible for the orderly and quiet supervision of their tutor
groups throughout the evacuation.

● The Inventry system will be downloaded with current visitors, staff and students for that
day by administration staff who will undertake a check of visitors and advise the Personnel
Assistant.   Form tutors to undertake check of students.

● An Assistant Headteacher (JN) will ensure all tutor groups have appropriate tutor
supervision.  Personnel Administrator will check teaching staff list.

● All support staff will report to the Personnel Administrator.

● The site attendant on duty will report to the front of the school, with a radio set to
channel 1, to receive and direct emergency services.

● Nobody is to return to the building until instructed to do so by the Headteacher, or in his
absence, the Assistant Headteacher.  Teaching staff, other than Heads of Year, will be
dismissed to return to teaching bases. Groups will then be dismissed by Heads of Year, a
form at a time.  Staff are to see that pupils return to teaching bases promptly, and in an
orderly manner.

1. In the event of evacuation during an external examination, the attendance
register should be gathered and the following procedures should be invoked by
the senior invigilator:

● Calmly alert pupils of the need to evacuate and advise them…..
● all equipment, scripts etc. are to be left on their individual examination tables
● pupils will be required to leave the examination room in single file, leaving approximately

a metre between each candidate
● under no circumstances should any verbal or non-verbal communication be entered into
● Pupils should be escorted to the muster point where they will be directed to a separate

area by a member of SLT, the examinations officer will assist SLT in ensuring no
communication occurs.

2. In the event of a fire or other emergency requiring evacuation, occurring at any
other time during the school day: staff should supervise the orderly evacuation of the
building, and follow instructions above.



ACTION: PERSONNEL:

Office advised of location of fire/suspicious package

Headteacher, or most senior member of staff
advised. Front reception

Telephone Fire Service Front reception

Pupil Services Manager to collect registers and pupil signing
in / out books, details of school visits, and report to Pupil Services
assembly point. Manager

The administration staff to take staff lists, and visitors
book and report to assembly point. Administration

NB. Fire Extinguishers – the misuse of fire extinguishers is a CRIMINAL ACT.  Under certain
circumstances, the non-availability of a working extinguisher could endanger life.  Fire
extinguishers must not be used by pupils unless directed by a member of staff.

All extinguishers are checked annually to ensure they are in full working order.  If an extinguisher
is believed to be faulty, it must be reported the Site Manager, immediately.

Staff have a responsibility to ensure they familiarise themselves with evacuation
routes/procedures relating to areas they work within.





SUSPICIOUS PACKAGES PROCEDURES

Rationale

The purpose of these procedures is to provide instructions for staff in the event of the report of
a suspicious package on the school site that requires emergency evacuation. These instructions
form part of the school Emergency Procedures.

Introduction

The vast majority of bomb threats are hoaxes designed to cause alarm and disruption. As well as
the rare instances of valid bomb threats, terrorists may also make hoax bomb threat calls to
intimidate the public, businesses and communities, to draw attention to their cause and to
mislead police. While many bomb threats involve a person-to-person phone call, an increasing
number are sent electronically using email or social media applications.
No matter how ridiculous or implausible the threat may seem, all such communications
are a crime and should be reported to the police by dialling 999

Communication of the threat

A bomb threat can be communicated in a number of different ways. The threat is likely to be
made in person over the telephone; however, it may also be a recorded message, communicated
in written form, delivered face-to-face or, increasingly, sent by email or social media (e.g. Twitter
or Instagram, etc.). A threat may be communicated via a third-party, i.e. a person or
organisation unrelated to the intended victim and identified only to pass the message.

Immediate Steps following communication of a Suspicious Device or Package

If a bomb threat has been made (see next section) or a suspicious package has been found:

● Staff receiving the call record the exact wording and any additional information (see
appendix A)

● Contact senior members of staff, but avoid the use of two-way radios and mobile
phones where possible*.

● Using a landline, SLT dial 999 and contact Police. Use code word "Operation
Chalkboard".

● SLT tannoy school to tell staff to evacuate everyone quickly and calmly to the far side
of the school field and not to use duty radios. Staff to instruct pupils to switch off
mobile phones. Do not lock doors. Students to take their bags with them.
Students are lined up and registered as per fire evacuation procedures.

● EE (TJ in EE’s absence) to evacuate to front gate, with students with physical
disabilities and communicate register via radio.

● Blue block staff to check the old clinic building (Reflection Building) is clear on the way
out.

● AS to check point between M3 and Blue block – double check old clinic building is
cleared and ensure safe and sensible evacuation of students across the site.

● DSH exit via W wing to ensure all evacuate.
● HP/VH phone 888 to access speaker on all phones and say ‘emergency evacuation –

please leave the building immediately.’
● HP/VH access Impero and message all staff the same message.
● Reception phone 6th form emergency phone with the above message.
● Admin staff/Pupil Services Manager to pick up grab bags
● Avoid causing vibrations (from running, fire alarms) as they can detonate some

devices.
● Evacuate students and staff to the far side of the school field. If the location of the

device is known, SLT help re-direct any evacuation routes away from the affected
area.



● Inform AEO.  See contact details.
● Contact the KCC Press Office
● Account for all pupils/students, staff and visitors.
● Staff to maintain timelines and records of all actions and events.
● Inform parents if applicable and arrange a location for pickup, away from the school

site
● Do not allow anyone to re-enter the building until authorised to do so by the police.
● Inform chair of governors.
● Inform Executive Headteacher.

Bomb Threat

If a bomb threat is made by telephone, try to record the exact wording of the threat.

Try to ask these questions, in this order:

● What time is the bomb set to explode?

● Where exactly is the bomb located?

● What kind of bomb is it?

● What does it look like?

● How did it get in to the school?

● Why was it placed in the school?

Complete the checklist (Appendix A) as soon as the caller has hung up and Police have been
informed.

*Some explosive devices may be designed to detonate using radio wave transmission.



LOCKDOWN PROCEDURES

Rationale

The purpose of these procedures is to provide instructions for staff in the event of an incident
that requires whole school lockdown. These instructions form part of the school Emergency
Procedures.

Circumstances triggering a lockdown

These lockdown procedures are planned as a swift response to an immediate threat to the life
and safety of members of the school community from one or more violent intruders on the
school site.

By its very nature, a violent attack by intruders to the school site will be unpredictable. An
intruder may attack from any point and at any time of the day. Members of the school
community should be alert to the security of the school site and procedures for maintaining a
secure site. They should also be aware of the guidance in Appendix B on how to respond to an
attack: Run, Hide and Tell.

Alerting the school community

The school tannoy is used to alert the school community to an attack.

● Any member of staff who believes that the school is subject to an attack should inform
reception staff straightaway, providing information about the situation.

● If possible, reception staff should inform the HT immediately (AHTs in his absence).
● SLT consult Emergency Services if appropriate. Quote ‘Operation Chalkboard’ and give

as much information as possible about the suspicious person:
- Description
- Name (if known)
- Behaviour
- Whether armed.

● HT/SLT makes decision to impose lockdown.  If the decision is taken to impose a
lockdown, the Headteacher/SLT will tannoy to alert the staff to LOCKDOWN.

● HP/VH phone #808 to access speaker on all phones and say ‘emergency – this is a
LOCKDOWN’

● HP/VH access Impero and message all staff the same message.

Response to lockdown alert

If the alert occurs during lesson time:

● All pupils inside the school should remain in their classrooms.
● Persons in the corridors or quad areas to immediately enter a closed room.
● Pupils on the school site but outside the buildings should be brought in immediately and

go to the changing rooms but only if it is safe to do so. Staff with pupils should use
their judgement. It may be safer to stay out of the school building and seek shelter or
alternative exits to the school site (see Appendix C), especially during a high risk
incident. Yellow emergency gate far side of field - lock code 4321.



Once the pupils are inside the buildings:

● Classroom doors locked and staff should consider additional ways to block entry through
internal doors whilst also considering an alternative emergency exit (fire exit or other
doors or windows).

● Windows locked and blinds drawn.
● Pupils sit quietly out of sight (e.g. under desk or around a corner).
● Staff check and save registers on SIMs and email ‘on call’ with any

a) Missing student names
b) Additional students they have gained from corridors/outside

● HOYs and SLT year group LMs to check and map missing students and confirm names
unaccounted for to ‘SLT’ and ‘Pupil Services’ emails.

● Unsupervised 6th form to follow notice of instructions to email RD their names and where
they are.

● Staff should encourage pupils to keep calm.
● Staff should inform pupils to switch their phones off and to keep noise down.
● If it is necessary to evacuate the building, the fire alarm will be sounded.
● Staff should then await further instructions. Staff should avoid unnecessary calls to

senior management or reception as this could delay more important communication.
● DO NOT challenge or approach the person.
● Senior staff will conduct an ongoing and dynamic risk assessment based on advice from

the Emergency Services.
● Staff and pupils remain in lockdown until it has been lifted by a senior member of staff

or the Emergency Services. SLT to tannoy when the Lockdown has been lifted and to
tell staff and students to remain in rooms

● Available SLT/on call team, who are not supervising students, to meet at reception with
radios to coordinate a room by room check that all staff and students are present and
safe and communicate this back centrally before SLT tannoy further confirmation that
students and staff may leave the rooms.

If the alert occurs before school, during break or lunchtime:

● Staff should follow the guidance in Appendix B. Where it is safe to do so, staff insist
pupils accompany them to seek alternative exits to the school site.  The yellow
emergency gate at the rear of the school field can be used as an alternative exit - code
for padlock is 4321.

Training

● Staff informed about lockdown policy - Staff receive copy of the map of the school.
● Staff training on the Run, Hide and Tell practice (Appendix B).
● Pupils informed about lockdown procedure.
● Information to parents in a newsletter that we have a lockdown policy.
● Conduct a number of table top exercises with the senior management team to test the

procedures against a variety of scenarios.



Appendix A Recording a Bomb Threat

Your name    _________________________  Time and Date of Call  _____________

Number at which call was received (your extension number):

About the caller

Sex of Caller?  Male Female Nationality Age

Threat Language:

Well spoken Taped Foul Incoherent Irrational

Message read by threatmaker

Caller’s voice

Excited Calm Crying Angry Nasal

Clearing throat Stutter Rapid Deep Slurred

Disguised Lisp Slow Hoarse Laughter

Familiar Who did it sound like?

Accent Which accent?

Background sounds
Street noises House noises Crockery PA System

Office machinery Animal noises Motor Booth

Factory machinery Static Clear Voices

Reception good/bad Payphone Music Children playing

Other: give details:

Any other remarks

Signed: ___________________________  Date: ____________________



APPENDIX B

Stay Safe

Firearms and weapons attack

‘Stay Safe’ principles (Run Hide Tell) give some simple actions to consider at an incident and
the information that armed officers may need in the event of a firearms and weapons attack.

Full guidance is contained on the NaCTSO website
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/recognising-the-terrorist-threat.

Run
Escape if you can. Consider the
safest options.
Is there a safe route? RUN if not
HIDE. Can you get there without
exposing yourself to greater danger?
Insist others leave with you. Leave
belongings behind.

Hide
If you can’t RUN, HIDE. Find cover
from gunfire.
If you can see the attacker, they may
be able to see you.
Cover from view does not mean you
are safe, bullets go through glass,
brick, wood and metal.
Find cover from gunfire e.g.
substantial brickwork / heavy
reinforced walls.
Be aware of your exits. Try not to get
trapped.
Be quiet, silence your phone. Lock /
barricade yourself in. Move away from
the door.

Tell
Call 999 - What do the police need
to know?
Location - Where are the suspects?
Direction - Where did you last see
the suspects?
Descriptions – Describe the attacker,
numbers, features, clothing,
weapons etc. Further information –
Casualties, type of injury, building
information, entrances, exits,
hostages etc.
Stop other people entering the
building if it is safe to do so.

Armed Police Response - Follow officers’
instructions. Remain calm.
Can you move to a safer area?
Avoid sudden movements that may be
considered a threat.
Keep your hands in view.

Officers may Point guns at you.
Treat you firmly. Question you.
Be unable to distinguish you from
the attacker.
Officers will evacuate you when it is
safe to do so.

RUN HIDE and TELL leaflet
http://www.npcc.police.uk/StaySafeAssets/NPCC_CT_A5%202pp.p
df

Stay Safe Film for training
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/stay-safe-f
ilm

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/recognising-the-terrorist-threat
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/recognising-the-terrorist-threat
http://www.npcc.police.uk/StaySafeAssets/NPCC_CT_A5%202pp.pdf
http://www.npcc.police.uk/StaySafeAssets/NPCC_CT_A5%202pp.pdf
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/stay-safe-film
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/stay-safe-film
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/stay-safe-film


APPENDIX C

Map of School Site with Alternative Exits (code for emergency rear gate 4321)


